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What is our purpose?

Fostering regional cooperation in South Eastern Electricity Market

Ministry of Energy

PSRC

Energy stakeholders: TSOs, EU Delegation, KfW
Outcome and Expected Impact

Diagnosis and Recommendations
• INOGATE’s part

A concept for the legal and regulatory model regarding the new interconnection,
A consultation and a Draft Regulation
The Scope of Work

**PSRC**
- Development of Legal and regulatory model
- Development of Draft Regulation

**Ministry of Energy**
- Approval of the legal and regulatory model
- Endorsement of the Public Consultation

**ALL STAKEHOLDERS**
- Participation to Public Consultation
- Role of TSO, Assets Owner, Settlement Administrator
The Methodology – Remote Analysis

Documents (reports, legal texts, etc.) we have retrieved during the 1st Mission

Notes on discussions we took on the 1st Mission

Clarified requirements during the last meeting with PSRC

Any other published source of information

Comparison with EU practices
Project timeline (updated)

- Sep 15: 1st Mission
- Mid Oct 15: Draft Concept – V1
- End October 15: Options analysis & Draft Concept V2
- Mid November 15: Consultation – 2nd Mission
- Jan/Feb 16: Draft Regulation
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